
English writing tips for non-native-speakers 

 

Writing in a foreign language is not always easy, and even seasoned authors sometimes get caught out. 

The following tips are intended to help ECLAC authors make their English texts look and sound more 

English. 

 Sentence length. In general, the Romance languages (French, Portuguese and Spanish at ECLAC) allow 

longer sentence structures than in English, so aim to be concise. If your sentence is over two lines long in 

English, it’s likely that you will lose your reader before the end of the sentence! For example, “ejecutar 

la implementación del proyecto” can be rendered simply as "implement the project". Something that is 

to happen “seis meses después del comienzo de la ejecución del proyecto” is going to happen "six 

months into the project" or “six months after start-up”. 

 Connector phrases. Introductory phrases to sentences, such as “en este sentido”, “por otro lado” or 

“asimismo”, can often be omitted in English. The main types of connector phrases that are used in 

English include those that indicate additionality, those that indicate cause-effect and those that indicate 

contrast, for example: 

                Additionality:  in addition, moreover, furthermore, additionally, as well, similarly, likewise, also, 

too, in parallel 

                Cause-effect: thus, therefore, accordingly, consequently, as a result, for that reason 

                Contrast: conversely, by (or in) contrast, on the other hand, on the contrary, however, 

although, though, but, yet, even so, nevertheless, nonetheless, despite this, the foregoing 

notwithstanding 

  Bear in mind that using a connector such as “moreover” where none is needed can in fact be 

confusing in English.  

Introductory phrases such as “se destaca que” or “cabe mencionar” tend not to be used in English, 

which is much more tolerant of a direct start to a new topic than Spanish is.   

False friends. A number of words that look similar or are identical in English and Spanish have very 

different meanings and can leave readers confused if the wrong one is used. Here are a few examples 

that commonly crop up in ECLAC texts: 

 English meaning Meaning of homologue in Spanish 

actual real, genuine, true current, at the present time, topical 

adequate                            acceptable, satisfactory (i.e. meets 

the minimum requirements) 

suitable, suited, appropriate, fitting 

(i.e. is a good match for the 

intended purpose) 



assist help attend 

compromise to reach an agreement by each party 
making concessions 

commit 

disgrace (n) dishonour or loss or reputation misfortune 

eventually in the end (especially after a delay or 
series of problems) 

possibly 

important significant in a qualitative sense 

(does not mean large) 

significant in a qualitative or 

quantitative sense 

pretend behave so as to make something 
appear to be the case that is not; to 
imagine 

aspire to something considered 
difficult 

realize to become aware of something to do or make something 

relevant                               pertinent, germane, relating to 

(does not mean large) 

significant, of (major) relevance 

sane mentally healthy, not mad healthy 

ultimately finally, in the end recently 

 

 


